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President’s Report

F

or the last 20 years, CACUSS has played an important role
in my development as both a Student Affairs practitioner
as well as an academic with research interests in higher
education. I am profoundly grateful to CACUSS and its
members for helping me to learn, grow, and evolve. It is
this gratitude that motivated me to become involved in the
operations and governance of CACUSS, and I’d encourage
those of you who are able to do likewise, not only for your Timothy Rahilly
own professional development but also for the good of higher
education in Canada. I believe post-secondary education needs capable student affairs
professionals, strong leadership at the institutional level, and a clear national voice.
If we think about CACUSS as a person, it has survived its awkward adolescence, young adulthood, and now (not
unlike me), it is slipping firmly into middle age and must face some associated challenges. In middle age, it is
natural to develop a heightened awareness of mortality and a tendency to reminisce and recollect the past rather
than to anticipate and plan for the future. The former is important in that it encourages us to make better choices
for our longevity, but the latter can be a bit of a trap as it distracts from the challenges at hand. In my case, I know
I can’t dwell on thoughts of how “awesome” I was in 1984 but rather, I should consider the very real personal
and professional challenges coming my way! Likewise, CACUSS is facing some significant challenges, including
maintaining membership numbers in a tight fiscal reality; evolving organizationally to recognize and support
members of diverse identities, especially Racialized and Indigenous colleagues who don’t feel a strong affiliation
with the Association; and meeting the needs of members spread across a vast geographical area with distinct
regional differences. In addition, as our post-secondary institutions face the need to work through reconciliation,
indigenization, and decolonization, so does CACUSS. The mortality of CACUSS has never been more apparent to me
and its future is only possible if members see the value of membership and commit to working together to address
our shared challenges.
As some of you are aware, I am stepping down from my role as President of CACUSS one year before the end of
my term to take on the role of President & Vice-Chancellor of Mount Royal University in Calgary. I was chuffed to
receive congratulatory messages from so many of you in the hours after the public announcement. A number of you
commented on your excitement to see a “student affairs person” move into the role of University President, as this is
uncommon in Canada. I had not fully considered this; while I am proud to have been selected for the role, it seems
to me that the demands of President are not too dissimilar to those of a Senior Student Affairs Officer (SSAO), and
I suspect not dissimilar to the demands of your roles! I think if done well, our roles require perseverance, resilience,
high levels of empathy, and a thick skin. They require a breadth of knowledge acquired through both formal training
and through hard-earned experience. We are all part leader, part educator, part politician, and part therapist with a
dash of lawyer and accountant thrown in for good measure. I think it also helps to be a curious person who values
learning, to generally like people, and to be able to switch between being appropriately tenacious and diplomatic in
a millisecond. If you happen to have the skill of telling people to go to hell in a manner that results in them looking
forward to the trip, all the better (to loosely paraphrase Winston Churchill’s quote about diplomats)!
We all recognize that student success is central to the academic mission and that faculty and staff all help support
our students to achieve their academic and personal goals. Many of us have colleagues who view some of the vital
work we do as competition for shrinking budgets or as tangential to the academic mission. As a profession, we
need to work to dispel this logical fallacy and to continue to make strides to be appropriately accountable for the
work. We also need to both draw on the latest scholarship and encourage practitioners to contribute to professional
development and to the development of scholarship in the field.
As I move along on my career journey, I will hold CACUSS and the profession of student affairs close at heart and
will do my utmost to support the ideals of our work wherever I go. I hope you will support CACUSS as it continues
to grow in order to meet the needs of its members and the sector at large.
Thank you all for your personal and professional support throughout my journey.
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Rapport du président

A

u cours des 20 dernières années, l’ASEUCC a joué un rôle important dans mon
développement, aussi bien en tant que praticien des affaires et services étudiants
qu’en tant qu’universitaire intéressé par la recherche en enseignement supérieur. Je
suis profondément reconnaissant envers l’ASEUCC et ses membres pour toutes les
occasions qui m’ont été offertes d’apprendre, de m’épanouir et d’évoluer. C’est cette
gratitude qui a motivé ma décision de m’impliquer dans les activités et la gouvernance de
l’association et j’encourage celles et ceux d’entre vous qui le peuvent à faire de même,
non seulement pour leur propre perfectionnement professionnel mais aussi pour le
bien de l’enseignement supérieur au Canada. Je crois que l’éducation postsecondaire a
besoin de professionnel.le.s compétent.e.s dans notre domaine, d’un solide leadership
au niveau institutionnel et d’une voix nationale forte.
Comparons l’ASEUCC à une personne : elle a survécu à une adolescence difficile, elle a vécu sa vie de jeune adulte
et maintenant (tout comme moi), elle se dirige résolument vers l’âge mûr et les défis qui y sont associés. Avec l’âge
mûr viennent naturellement deux choses : une conscience accrue de notre finitude et une tendance plus marquée
à évoquer souvenirs et anecdotes du passé qu’à nous projeter dans l’avenir. La première est importante parce qu’elle
nous encourage à faire de meilleurs choix pour assurer notre longévité, mais la seconde peut être un piège car elle
distrait notre attention des enjeux immédiats. Personnellement, je sais qu’il me faut faire une croix sur l’image du
gars « génial » que j’étais en 1984, et plutôt me concentrer sur les défis personnels et professionnels très concrets
qui m’attendent! De même, l’ASEUCC est confrontée à des défis importants, dont les suivants : maintenir le niveau
des adhésions malgré un cadre budgétaire très serré, évoluer au plan organisationnel afin de reconnaître et soutenir
les membres qui s’identifient à diverses identités, en particulier nos collègues racialisé.e.s et autochtones qui ne se
sentent pas pleinement partie prenante de l’association, et répondre aux besoins d’un effectif disséminé sur un vaste
territoire géographique présentant des différences régionales marquées. De plus, à l’instar de nos établissements
postsecondaires, l’ASEUCC ressent le besoin de s’attaquer aux enjeux de la réconciliation, de la décolonisation et
de l’autochtonisation. La perspective de la fin de l’ASEUCC n’a jamais été aussi évidente pour moi et son avenir
ne me semble possible que si les membres prennent conscience de la valeur de l’adhésion et s’engagent à relever
ensemble nos défis communs.
Comme certains d’entre vous le savent, je quitte la fonction de président de l’ASEUCC un an avant la fin de mon
mandat pour assumer les fonctions de recteur et vice-chancelier de l’Université Mount Royal de Calgary. J’ai été
drôlement content de recevoir des messages de félicitations de bon nombre d’entre vous dans les heures qui ont
suivi l’annonce publique de ma nomination. Vous avez été nombreux aussi à exprimer votre enthousiasme devant
le fait qu’une « personne des affaires et services étudiants » occupe le poste de recteur d’une université, car ce n’est
pas courant au Canada. C’est un aspect auquel je ne m’étais pas beaucoup arrêté; bien que je sois fier d’avoir été
choisi pour ce rôle, il me semble que les exigences associées au poste de recteur ne diffèrent pas tellement de celles
qui sont associées au rôle de directeur ou directrice des affaires étudiantes; je soupçonne même qu’elles ne diffèrent
pas tellement de celles qui sont associées aux postes que vous occupez! Pour bien faire notre travail, nous devons
faire preuve de persévérance, de résilience et d’une grande empathie. Nous devons aussi « avoir la couenne dure »
et posséder de vastes connaissances, développées dans le cadre d’une formation officielle ou chèrement acquises au
fil de l’expérience. Pour avoir un.e professionnel.le des affaires et services étudiants, il vous faut une part de leader,
une part d’éducateur.rice, une part de politicien.ne et une part de thérapeute et, pour faire bonne mesure, ajoutez
un soupçon d’avocat.e et de comptable. Je pense que ça aide aussi d’être une personne curieuse qui accorde de la
valeur à l’apprentissage, qui aime les gens en général et qui sait trouver le juste équilibre entre ténacité et diplomatie.
Et si vous avez la capacité de dire à quelqu’un d’aller en enfer de telle manière qu’il attende avec impatience le
voyage, c’est encore mieux (pour paraphraser librement une citation de Winston Churchill sur les diplomates)!
Nous savons tous que la réussite des étudiant.e.s est au cœur de la mission universitaire et que les professeur.e.s
et les membres du personnel aident eux aussi nos étudiant.e.s à atteindre leurs objectifs académiques et personnels.
Bon nombre d’entre nous ont des collègues pour qui le travail crucial que nous accomplissons est perçu comme de
Continued on page 8
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Executive Director Report

I

We are a Community…

was recently in a session on “building your brand”,
getting some ideas about how to promote CACUSS, an
organization that I love. The facilitator asked us to close our
eyes and write down three things that gave us “the feels”
about our organization. Not what we offer. Not what we are
trying to sell. But how the organization made us feel.

Connection. Knowledge. Community.
These three words came to mind and, for whatever reason, they have stuck Jennifer Hamilton
with me so much that we have made them part of our membership outreach
campaign. I came to realize, aided by conversations with others who love this organization, that what draws those
who are involved with CACUSS is a deep personal connection to the work, the people, and thus the organization.

We are a community that supports.
We know CACUSS helps connect members to their profession in many ways, and we have made huge strides in
supporting the development of new professional development opportunities. It was only four short years ago that
CACUSS membership offered a robust magazine, an excellent conference experience, and a few other events annually.
Today, we have over 30 professional development opportunities annually
(including institutes, webinars, and workshops), a robust online community
platform for sharing resources, and we continue to lead conversations about
our work and our field. But it isn’t the discounts to events or the volume
of what we offer that is what makes our organization great. It truly is the
connections among us, the knowledge that we develop and share, and the
community that we can rely on. That is much more than a marketing slogan.

We are a community that evolves.
One of the ways in which CACUSS has changed in the last five years is
the launch of the Communities of Practice structure. When we launched
in 2014/15, we made the commitment to let the communities develop
organically and then take time to review and consult with members. We are
about to embark on that review process, starting this May through the fall of 2019. There will be many opportunities
for all members to contribute to the conversations about how the Communities of Practice help strengthen your
connection, your knowledge, and your sense of community in this organization.

We are a community that comes together.
Just this week, as I write this, we heard the absolutely terrible news that one of our colleagues, Leanne Holland
Brown from Wilfrid Laurier University, was tragically killed. Never did the words “connection” and “community”
mean more to me as colleagues from across the country shared their grief, their personal stories about how Leanne
influenced their careers, how she provided encouragement and connection. In all the heartbreak that was expressed
by her colleagues who loved her, the fact that there was a connection to one another in their time of grief and
loss, was so important. There was a mutual understanding and respect for the contributions she had made as a
professional and the impact she had on the lives of others. This included students, faculty, staff, and other student
affairs professionals that she had influenced on campus and through CACUSS and OACUHO.
Recently, we also celebrated the appointment of Tim Rahilly (CACUSS President, VP and AVP Students and
International at Simon Fraser University) to the role of President of Mount Royal University. There was an outpouring
of celebration for Tim’s accomplishment. There was shared sense of respect and pride that one of “our own” has
the opportunity to lead at that level. We understood how important it was, and we celebrated what this meant for
Tim and for the student affairs community. (Ed. note: You can read Tim’s President’s Message in this issue for
his take on the reaction to his recent appointment.)
Executive Director Report – Continued on page 7
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Rapport de la
directrice générale

J

Nous sommes une communauté…

’ai récemment participé à une séance sur la « création de l’image de marque », et
j’y ai glané des idées sur la façon de promouvoir l’ASEUCC, une organisation que
j’adore. Le facilitateur nous a demandé de fermer les yeux et de noter trois émotions
que nous éprouvons à l’égard de notre organisation. Pas à propos de ce qu’elle offre.
Pas non plus à propos de ce qu’elle essaie de vendre. Mais à propos de ce qu’elle
suscite en nous.

Liens. Connaissances. Communauté.
Ces trois mots me sont venus à l’esprit et, pour une raison quelconque, ils m’ont tellement frappée que nous
les avons intégrés à notre campagne de recrutement de membres. Il m’est apparu, à la lumière des conversations
que j’ai eues avec d’autres amoureux de l’ASEUCC, que ce qui attire celles et ceux qui s’impliquent au sein de
l’organisation, c’est un profond sentiment d’attachement à l’égard de leur travail, des gens et de l’organisation.

Nous sommes une communauté qui soutient.
Nous savons que l’ASEUCC contribue de diverses façons à l’établissement de liens entre les membres et leur
profession, et nous avons fait d’énormes progrès en ce qui concerne le soutien au perfectionnement professionnel.
Il y a à peine quatre ans, l’ASEUCC offrait à ses membres un magazine étoffé, une excellente expérience de congrès
et quelques autres événements chaque année. Aujourd’hui, nous proposons annuellement plus de 30 activités de
perfectionnement professionnel (dont des instituts, des webinaires et des ateliers) et une robuste plateforme où notre
communauté en ligne peut partager des ressources. Nous cherchons aussi constamment à susciter des conversations
à propos de notre travail et de notre domaine. Toutefois, ce ne sont pas les rabais sur l’inscription aux événements
ou l’ampleur de notre offre de programmes et de services qui font la grandeur de notre organisation. En réalité, ce
sont les liens entre nous, les connaissances acquises et partagées entre nous et la communauté sur laquelle nous
pouvons compter. C’est beaucoup plus qu’un simple slogan de marketing.

Nous sommes une communauté qui évolue.
Une chose qui a suscité des changements au sein de l’ASEUCC depuis cinq ans, c’est le déploiement de la structure
des Communautés de pratique (« CoP »). Lors de leur lancement en 2014-2015, notre engagement était le suivant
: laisser les communautés se développer naturellement et lancer ensuite un processus d’examen et de consultation
des membres. Nous entreprendrons sous peu ce processus d’examen; il débutera en mai et se poursuivra jusqu’à
l’automne 2019. Tous les membres auront amplement l’occasion de contribuer aux conversations sur la contribution
des Communautés de pratique au renforcement des liens entre eux, de leurs connaissances et de leur sentiment
d’appartenance à cette organisation.

Nous sommes une communauté qui se rassemble.
Cette semaine, juste au moment où j’écrivais ces lignes, nous avons appris l’effroyable nouvelle du terrible accident
qui a coûté la vie à l’une de nos collègues, Leanne Holland Brown de l’Université Wilfrid Laurier. J’ai réalisé comme
jamais auparavant le véritable sens des mots « liens » et « communauté » quand j’ai vu nos collègues de tout
le pays partager leur chagrin et leurs récits personnels sur l’influence que Leanne a eue sur leur carrière, décrire
Rapport de la directrice générale – Continued on page 8
Executive Director Report – Continued from page 6

That is what I need as a professional. I need a community of people who understand me, understand my work,
and to whom I feel connected with in times of difficulty and celebration. We all have family and friends who do
that for us in many ways, but there is something special about this community who truly “gets” who we are in our
professional roles. Yes, it is about the work we produce, the knowledge we generate and share, and the professional
development opportunities that we offer. But it is more than that. It is about us. It is about the connections. It is
meaningful.
I hope you can find that from your involvement with CACUSS and our community that does so much so for many.
cacuss-ed@cacuss.ca | @cacusstweets
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Rapport de la président – Continued from page 5

la concurrence pour des parts de budgets de plus en plus restreints ou comme marginal par rapport à la mission
universitaire. En tant que profession, nous devons nous efforcer de corriger cette erreur de raisonnement et continuer
de faire des efforts pour que notre travail fasse l’objet d’une reddition appropriée. Nous devons également puiser
dans les plus récentes recherches et encourager les praticien.ne.s à contribuer au perfectionnement professionnel
et au développement de l’érudition dans le domaine.
Au fil de mon cheminement professionnel, j’aurai toujours à cœur le bien de l’ASEUCC et de la profession des
affaires et services étudiants, et partout où j’irai, je ferai tout mon possible pour soutenir les idéaux que nous
poursuivons dans notre travail. J’espère que vous soutiendrez l’ASEUCC à mesure qu’elle se développe afin de
répondre aux besoins de ses membres et de l’ensemble du secteur.
Merci à tous et à toutes pour votre soutien personnel et professionnel tout au long de mon mandat.
Rapport de la directrice générale – Continued from page 7

comment elle leur a apporté encouragements et soutien. Dans leur immense chagrin, ses collègues qui l’aimaient
beaucoup ont découvert l’importance de se sentir liés les uns aux autres en période de deuil et de perte. Il se dégageait
de leurs témoignages un sentiment commun de compréhension et de respect pour ses contributions en tant que
professionnelle et pour l’incidence qu’elle a eue sur la vie des autres, incluant les étudiant.e.s, les professeur.e.s, le
personnel et les autres professionnel.le.s des affaires et services étudiants qu’elle a influencés sur les campus et par
l’intermédiaire de l’ASEUCC et de l’OACUHO.
Récemment également, nous avons célébré la nomination de Tim Rahilly (président de l’ASEUCC, vice-recteur,
Affaires étudiantes et internationales, Université Simon-Fraser) au poste de recteur de l’Université Mount Royal.
De nombreuses célébrations ont souligné cet accomplissement. Le fait que « l’un des nôtres » occupe un poste de
direction à ce niveau a suscité un sentiment collectif de respect et de fierté. Nous avons compris à quel point c’était
important et nous avons célébré ce que cela signifiait pour Tim et pour la communauté des affaires et services
étudiants. (Vous pouvez lire dans le présent numéro le Message du président dans lequel Tim expose son point de
vue sur la réaction à sa récente nomination.)
C’est ce dont j’ai besoin comme professionnelle. J’ai besoin d’une communauté de gens qui me comprennent,
comprennent mon travail et comprennent à qui je me sens liée dans les moments difficiles ou festifs. Tous nous
avons de la famille et des ami.e.s qui répondent à ces besoins de différentes façons, mais il y a quelque chose de
particulier dans cette communauté qui « saisit » vraiment qui nous sommes dans nos rôles professionnels. Oui, il
s’agit ici du travail que nous accomplissons, des connaissances que nous générons et partageons et des occasions
de perfectionnement professionnel que nous offrons. Mais c’est plus que ça. Il s’agit de nous. Des liens qui nous
unissent. Il s’agit de quelque chose qui a du sens.
J’espère que vous pouvez trouver tout ça dans votre implication au sein de l’ASEUCC et de notre communauté
qui en fait autant pour tant de gens.
cacuss-ed@cacuss.ca | @cacusstweets
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What to Expect at CACUSS 2019:
MOH-KINS-TSIS

T

by Your 2019 Conference Program Committee

his year CACUSS 2019 is hosted by Mount Royal University (MRU) in Calgary, Alberta.
The conference theme is MOH-KINS-TSIS, the traditional Blackfoot word for elbow,
since Calgary is located in the sharp bend where the Elbow River and Bow River meet.
This conference theme is brought alive with attention to all kinds of intersections in
our identities, practices, and careers. The CACUSS conference is the traditional place
where we meet, and we know that your CACUSS 2019 week will be full of meaning
connection. Our program includes some new experiences along with the traditional
favourites you have come to expect.
The conference begins with a number of exciting pre-conference workshops, including two full-day sessions:
“Pulling Together: How Non-Indigenous Staff can Work Together with their Indigenous Colleagues to Support
Ongoing Efforts of Indigenization, Decolonization, and Reconciliation” and “‘Walking’ the Talk: Taking Equity
One ‘Step’ at a Time”. Space is limited, so check out all pre-conference sessions and register soon.
On Monday morning, we welcome all newcomers to attend a pre-conference breakfast with members of the
conference committees, Board, and other CACUSS members. After breakfast and claiming your lanyard (designed
by MRU staff member and local artist Dion Simon), all delegates will gather in the great hall of the Calgary Telus
Convention Centre as we welcome Dr. Raven Sinclair to kick off CACUSS 2019 with her keynote address. Dr. Sinclair
is a powerful speaker with an eclectic work history. Her areas of expertise include Indigenous social work; Indigenous
health research and ethics; Indigenous child welfare and youth issues; Indigenous transracial adoption and cultural
identity; interpersonal communications; lateral violence intervention, trauma and recovery; and group process and
facilitation. It’s a great honour to have her join us.
With many conference sessions to choose from, the Conference Team has developed a number of ways for you to
narrow down which sessions to attend. Be sure to download the conference app to filter sessions by featured stream:
Indigenous Cultural Awareness, Campus Mental Health, and Senior Leaders. We are also excited to share that we have
more than ten streams curated by our Networks and Communities of Practice. To access these streams, download
the conference app and select “Program by…” to find the stream that most interests you.
Finally, to get you through the conference week, there are many social and networking activities to choose from:
• Kick off your conference week at our Opening Reception at Fort Calgary on Sunday night.
• Connect with your Communities of Practice at their scheduled meetings or social events on Monday and Tuesday
evenings.
• Sing the night away with Karao-CACUSS on Tuesday night.
• Sign up for a unique social excursion with your colleagues throughout the week, such as a Medicine Walk
guided by our Elders, or check out our wellness room on site in the Convention Centre. (Rumour has it that
massages are in the lineup this year!)
• Wrap up your conference experience and celebrate at the final CACUSS Gala with good food and great friends.
We look forward to seeing you at MOH-KINS-TSIS, where the rivers meet and great people come together!
Your 2019 Conference Program Committee
Kathryn Verkerk, Simon Fraser University (Conference Chair)
Jean Thompson, University of Guelph (Program Review Chair)
Julie Guindon, University of Toronto (Program Development Co-Chair)
Jessica Pilfold, University of Guelph-Humber (Program Development Co-Chair)
Janet Miller, Mount Royal University (Host Team Co-Chair)
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#SAequity: Key Takeaways from
the #SAchat on Equity

W

by Akeisha Lari and Sania Hameed

e – Akeisha Lari and Sania Hameed – have been planning our “Walking” the
Talk: Taking Equity One “Step” at a Time pre-conference session for the
upcoming 2019 CACUSS Conference. As part of this process, we wanted to engage with
our colleagues and better understand how folks are thinking about equity in student
affairs. We ran a series of #SAequity (student affairs equity) polls on Twitter, leading
up to a lively #SAchat (student affairs chat) on April 15, 2019. This article summarizes
a few of the key takeaways from the #SAchat.

1. Challenges and Supports
To begin the chat, we acknowledged that talking about equity
can feel challenging or intimidating. We asked participants
whether this resonated with them, and what has helped them
feel more supported in engaging with equity; responses affirmed
that it is challenging. Some reasons included a fear of making
mistakes and causing harm, as well as the taxing nature of being
collaborative when experiencing systemic oppression. Talking
about equity was more intimidating for folks who have the
privilege to opt out of the conversation. Indigenous and racialized
professionals commented on how they have not had the option to
avoid equity-related conversations as they have been tokenized as
the “diversity” representative throughout their lives.
Participants also discussed the tricky balance of creating a
supportive environment for deepening understandings of equity, while also leaving space for the necessary discomfort
that accompanies learning, unlearning, and relearning. Folks identified some factors that helped them engage with
equity, which included supportive supervisors, a mindset that is open to learning and being challenged, frequent
discussions about equity, a readiness to receive critical feedback and apologize when mistakes are inevitably
made, building relationships with folks who bring a diversity of lived experiences, and practicing self-love and
humility to recharge and reenergize.

2. Allyship
When asked, “What does allyship mean to you? How have you lived it, or experienced it?”, participants responded
by sharing their understanding of allyship in relation to their lived experience, and acknowledged that they are still
wrestling with both the term and how to best practice allyship. Common themes included: utilizing power, privilege,
and influence to effect positive change; an awareness of systemic barriers and personal bias; and the importance
of asking critical questions. They also noted that the person seeking to practice allyship needs to engage in active
self-reflection as well as self-directed learning. As the term “ally” has often been co-opted in a way that detracts from
the very meaning of allyship, folks emphasized the importance of relationship building. Participants highlighted
that allyship should be driven by folks from equity-seeking groups identifying how they want those with privilege
to be their ally, and in what context.

3. Resources and Equity Wins
In the #SAchat, we asked folks to share helpful resources that have strengthened their understanding of equity
or have been useful for integrating equity into their work. The resources ranged broadly: articles, toolkits, books,
videos, principles, people, and programs. They included, in part:
• ACPA’s Strategic Imperative for Racial Justice and Decolonization (SIRJD) Syllabus
• Montreal Urban Aboriginal Community Strategy Network’s Indigenous Ally Toolkit
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• Teaching to Transgress by bell hooks
• Becoming an Ally by Anne Bishop
• Video: “Sometimes You’re a Caterpillar” (Written and narrated by Franchesca Ramsey; Animation
by Kat Blaque)
• Elders in this work (i.e. people who have lived experience with equity issues, and have actively worked towards
positive change)
• Utilizing principles of Universal Design for Learning
• Graduate Programs at OISE/UofT
We also invited folks to share any wins in relation to embedding equity into their work. Some incredible steps our
colleagues have taken towards advancing equity include the #LetsTalkEquity campaign, utilizing data to identify and
advocate for underserved student populations, establishing multiple scholarships for mature students, intentionally
integrating actionable equity pieces into strategic planning, and making space for leadership to collectively reflect on
Robin DiAngelo’s work on white privilege. That said, one comment – that resonated with a number of participants
– named the challenge of sharing tangible examples, as there are often political ramifications to doing so. This
challenge speaks volumes about how much work we still need to do.

4. CACUSS Competency Model
A discussion around the CACUSS Competency Model – specifically around the Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion
(EDI) competency – emerged as one of the #SAequity polls leading up to the chat asked folks to rate their EDI
competency level according to the model. The poll results were: 64% Intermediate, 22% Core, and 14% Advanced.
Participants discussed whether competencies might encourage a checkbox approach – positioning equity as
levels one could ‘complete’ rather than positioning equity as a mindset. Some shared that competencies are helpful
guidelines for folks to focus their learnings and actions, as well as provide common goals and language to advance
equity within the field. Some suggested that competencies should be revised on an ongoing basis to avoid static lists,
as that might encourage complacency.
Many participants noted that the percentage for Intermediate (64%) felt surprisingly high. This led to conversations
around self-assessment efficacy and the ease of choosing the middle option, particularly if folks are not familiar with
the details of the model. A 360-degree feedback model of assessment was floated as an alternative to self-evaluation.
Another possible explanation for 64% Intermediate included self-selection bias, that is, that folks already engaged
with equity might be overrepresented in the poll. Lastly, a related self-assessment issue centred on the challenge
of facilitating equity sessions in rooms where folks self-select to attend and are at different points in their equity
journey. Some folks may be in the room to learn key foundational concepts, while others are keen to dive into more
critical conversations.
While this article summarizes some key learnings from the #SAchat on equity, we encourage you to read the
amazing contributions from your colleagues via Twitter, or through this compilation. A huge thank you to
everyone who contributed to the success of this #SAchat! As the newly elected Equity-Seeking Groups Community
of Practice Co-Chairs, we look forward to engaging with you in the future, via #SAchats and more.

Individual Twitter content:
#SAequity Polls: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
#SAchat Questions: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
Sania Hameed (She/Her) is a Career Educator at the University of Toronto, and brings a strong equity lens to her work,
particularly around issues of race and representation. You can reach Sania at sania.hameed@utoronto.ca or on
Twitter @hameed_sania.
Akeisha Lari,(She/Her) is the Equity and Inclusivity Advisor at Ontario Tech University, who uses storytelling to build
connections across differences and infuses equity principles into those connections to co-create inclusive communities.
You can reach Akeisha by email at akeisha.lari@uoit.ca or on Twitter @akeisha09.
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Campus Mental Health: Whole Is
Greater than the Sum: Synthesizing
Policy, Practice, Assessment,
Intervention, Outcome & Evaluation

T

by Tayyab Rashid, Lina Di Genova, and Michael Huston

he Counselling and Campus Mental Health Communities of Practice are thrilled
to co-host a pre-conference session on the Post-Secondary Student Mental
Health: Guide to a Systemic Approach, also commonly referred to as the “Wi-Fi
mental health framework symbol.” The pre-conference session celebrates the fifth-year
anniversary of this influential tool, developed in partnership between the Canadian Mental
Health Association (CMHA) and CACUSS. Chances are, if your institution developed a
mental health or wellness strategy over the last five years, this Guide was referenced!
Together we will explore how the Guide has been used in informing policy framework and strategy development
at several Canadian postsecondary institutions. In addition, the session will provide participants with an overview
of the Guide’s components in seven key areas
ranging from organizational planning and
policy, to effective crisis management. Learn
practical tips that can be adapted for use at
your institution.
As facilitators, we are looking forward to
sharing examples of best and promising
evidence-based practices from Canadian
postsecondary institutions. We aim to make
this pre-conference session a pathway for cocreating further development of the Guide,
inform initiatives like the National PostSecondary Student Standard and
kick-start an exciting conference with the new
stream on Evolving Perspectives on Campus
Framework for Post-Secondary Student Mental Health (CACUSS & CMHA)
Mental Health.
Reference
Canadian Association of College & University Student Services and Canadian Mental Health Association. (2013). Post-Secondary Student Mental Health: Guide to a
Systemic Approach. Vancouver, BC: Author.

Dr. Tayyab Rashid is a licensed clinical psychologist at the Health & Wellness Centre and an associate faculty at the
University of Toronto Scarborough (UTSC). Tayyab can be reached at trashid@utsc.utoronto.ca.
Dr. Lina Di Genova is an organizational psychologist from McGill University with a passion for improving campus
mental health. Her areas of expertise are assessment, evaluation and strategy development. Lina can be reached at
lina.digenova@mcgill.ca.
Michael Huston is a counsellor with Mount Royal University Wellness Services. His research interests focus on student
service, practitioner training, and the application and measurement of career development as a mental health
intervention. Michael can be reached at mhuston@mtroyal.ca
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Standard on Psychological
Health and Safety for
Post-Secondary Students

T

by Sandra Koppert and Polly Leonard, Mental Health Commission of Canada

he Mental Health Commission of Canada (MHCC) is currently working collaboratively
with the Canadian Standard Association (CSA) Group and other partners to develop a
Standard on Psychological Health and Safety for Post-Secondary Students.
Why a Post-Secondary Student (PSS) Standard? There are two million reasons why.
More than two million students registered at colleges, institutes, universities, Cégeps,
and polytechnics in Canada. While acquiring a post-secondary education is exciting
and transformative, it can also be challenging. Many students must juggle academic,
financial, and personal demands on a day-to-day basis. In that context, an increasing
number of post-secondary students are experiencing mental health concerns. In fact,
75% of first-time mental health diagnoses occur between the ages of 16 and 25.
Post-secondary institutions will benefit from an established systematic framework to strengthen and promote
the psychological health and safety of students to support student success. This framework will also promote a
collaborative approach to student mental health by clearly identifying the shared responsibilities of students,
staff, and faculty. This Standard will act as a voluntary guideline to help Canadian academic institutions in the
post-secondary sector put in place policies, programs, and processes to successfully promote and support students’
psychological health and safety and students’ success. The PSS Standard is set to be released in early 2020.
Lead by the CSA Group, the PSS Standard is developed by a technical committee comprised of select experts from
across Canada and representing perspectives from students, post-secondary leaders, researchers, family members,
faculty, administrative staff, and others. “The CSA Technical Committee have accountability for the technical content
of the Standard and are responsible for reviewing the Standard on a continuing basis to ensure it is kept up to date
and technically valid,” says Janine Robb, Executive Director, Health and Wellness Centre, University of Toronto and
chair of the Technical Committee.
Presently, the MHCC is in the Engagement Phase of the development of the PSS Standard and is working with
partners and leaders in this sector to do broad dialogues across the country to inform the development of the PSS
standard. With the goal of being inclusive and accessible, there are a few key strategies that have been implemented
during this phase, including an open Request for Interest, Dialogue in a Box (to facilitate hosting dialogue sessions),
an online survey, and MHCC-hosted events.
Fall 2019 is the public review phase, where you will have another opportunity to have your voice heard – a
written draft of the PSS Standard will be online and open for public review with opportunity to provide comments
and make suggestions for more than 60 days. During this time, MHCC will be hosting key focus groups across the
country to review the Standard.
“Although 2020 may feel like the distant future, we are gearing up for the official launch of the PSS Standard
and this will be a great opportunity for members of the community who have supported the development of the
Standard to stand with us in promoting implementation in institutions throughout Canada,” says Jennifer Hamilton,
Executive Director, Canadian Association of College and University Student Services and member of the Executive
Advisory Committee for the PSS Standard.
Stay tuned for details on the launch and events planned for next year! Stay connected by visiting the MHCC
website.
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New Kid at CACUSS: Reflections
from an Academic Amazing Race

T

by Alicia Ashcroft

ime has truly slipped through my fingers following the week spent in Charlottetown for
the 2018 Canadian Association of College and University Student Services (CACUSS)
conference. When I returned home, my brain was akin to my suitcase, absolutely stuffed
with crudely folded fragments from an action-packed week. Too much to make sense
of in the present day, so you just make piles destined for an upcoming laundry day.
Sitting in my office, leafing through the program and flipping through the handwritten notes scribbled in
conference centres, hotel rooms, and airports, I reflected on the entire experience in regards to the conference’s
theme: “Sea Change,” which refers to the creation of sea glass, the “sparkling jewels” found along PEI shorelines.
Parallels are drawn to the student experience, alongside the other adventures and endeavors that shape us.
Trying to get from Kamloops to CACUSS was like an academic Amazing Race, where no woman gets left behind!
Talk about team building. Nothing brings a squad together quite like ticket issues, delayed flights, lost luggage, and
tight connections as you travel from Kamloops to Vancouver to Toronto to Montreal to Charlottetown. You haven’t lived
until you’ve sprinted through Pierre Elliott Trudeau International Airport as if being hunted by some wild animal.
The cross-country conversations with Chelsea Corsi, Wellness Coordinator; Pamela Fry, Learning Strategist – Early
Alert; and Jenn Mei, Accessibility Services Advisor, covered a wide array of avenues: the personal and the professional,
the historical and the hysterical. Though topics varied and wandered all over the map, every conversation came
back to passion for our work at Thompson Rivers University. Throughout the conference, we returned to those
narratives, layering our learning with our experience. The family vibe meant so much to me – and was a salve to
my jet lag-infused disorientation.
To be honest, when perusing the volunteer schedule, BC-based Alicia did not consider the four-hour time difference
when signing up for a slew of 7:00 a.m. sessions. Getting up at 6:00 a.m. meant that the alarm on my body clock was
aggressively awakened at 2:00 a.m. It is a wholly unpleasant feeling: that underwater sensation, that fog, that slow
motion slog. Appropriate bed times are also out the window. There’s a world of exhilarating people and fascinating
discussions, and you can’t possibly miss a moment. Even if it means the kind of exhaustion that coffee can’t touch.
Caffeine laughs in the face of your foolish insolence.
All routines are out the window. As are all the things that ground you: creature comforts, family time, recharging
solitude. Jet lag + routine instability x first CACUSS = emotional upheaval. Excited. Exhausted. Enthusiastic.
Homesick. Anxious. Overwhelmed. Scared. Nervous. Exhilarated. Intimidated.
At a low point, I was positively steeped in vulnerability - stewing feverishly in the boiling liquid of self-doubt,
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burning with agitation, the tea of my temperament black
and bitter. At that moment, there was no amount of milk
and sugar to soften the flavor of my emotion.
Then, suddenly, an epiphany hits me like a tidal wave
– cue Celine Dion’s “It’s All Coming Back To Me Now” –
(baby, baby, BA-BY!)
This. Is. The. Student. Experience. That new kid feeling.
That loneliness in a crowded room. That lost sense of
self-regulation. That crippling, confidence-crushing bout
of self-doubt. Imposter Syndrome. Talent dysphoria. I
remember it all.
Clearly, I haven’t outgrown the hideous anguish of
awkward youthfulness.
The collective intelligence of that kind of scene is
daunting, like being in a library and knowing that you’ll
never be able to absorb all that information in your lifetime.
It’s all an experiment in expectation versus reality. Who I
am versus who I want to be. What I know versus what I want
to know. Occasionally, you find yourself at those crossroads,
and it’s important to accept the discomfort of growth and
improvement.
Which brings me back to “Sea Change,” and the process
of becoming sea glass, which “finds its way into a new
environment…tossing and swirling in all sorts of directions,
bumping up against obstacles all the while reshaping and
refining itself, becoming more resilient” (CACUSS, 2018).
Ah yes. Resiliency. Must apply that daily like sunscreen.
The good news is that you can dig deep and find it within
yourself – and see it expressed in others. On our worst, lowenergy days, we can be emboldened by those around us. They
motivate, mentor, meditate and move us forward. During the
conference my colleagues and I took turns mothering each other, checking in and following up, acting as emotional
lifelines and sounding boards. Community is key when navigating the world around you.
Volunteering offered amazing insights on the organizational process and provided an inside scoop on institutional
hierarchies. Working with Volunteer Coordinator Tanya Jackson was a delight - as was stuffing swag bags at the
Access Support Hub with John Szczygiel and fellow TRU teammate (and travel buddy) Jenn Mei. Volunteering
at the Holman Grand with Erroll Affleck, Sarah Donald, and Jill Sabean offered some interesting and humbling
challenges, with some of the friendliest people I’ve ever met. Kara-o-CACUSS with June Harper was a marvelous
way to conclude my responsibilities.
My time at CACUSS was a feast of intelligence, imagination, and emotion. I was able to attend some incredible
sessions – namely,
• Making Films in Student Affairs: Pink Noise between Order and Chaos, John Hannah & Van Wikiam, Ryerson
University.
• Not Just a Buzzword: How to Use Strategic Storytelling in Higher Education, Bailey Parnell, Ryerson University.
The most profound and uplifting experience was the Living Library, in which I engaged in an hour-long one-onone conversation with Ikechukwu (Daniel) Ohaegbu, an International Student attending University of PEI. Hailing
from Nigeria, Daniel spoke of racism, racialization in education, and systemic oppression that he has encountered
in Canada. He reflected on strength, resistance, persistence and advocacy. It further activated my already frayed
emotions but brought me to that place that matters most to me: the student narrative, as well as the internal and
external forces that impact access to education.
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As for how it all applies to the Faculty of Student Development, Pamela Fry said it best: “We are part of the force
that smooths the shards, and we can do that work consciously and deliberately, with gentleness and encouragement,
or we can rage. Each of us makes that choice every day. Remembering that new student feeling is what will make
us better educators.”
I invite all in higher education to carve pathways to empathy for the student experience: that place of hunger – for
knowledge, sustenance and success – while feeling malnourished by fear, exclusion, illness, trauma, and insecurity.
May those challenges change us for the better, may we revisit those struggles now and again. Moreover, once those
tumultuous journeys on choppy, salty, unforgiving waters have subsided, may we replicate sea glass, becoming a
“stronger, unique, one-of–a-kind, gem.”
Reference
CACUSS Conference Website (2018). “About: Theme.” https://www.cacuss.ca/conference/theme.html (consulted July, 2018).

Alicia Ashcroft is the Writer & Storyteller for the Faculty of Student Development at Thompson Rivers University in
Kamloops BC. Above all, Alicia strives to inject humour into her communications in order to create and maintain an
authentic and personable connection with TRU students. Alicia is on Twitter @pinuppickspenup.
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Motivations and Behaviours Driving
Cross-Campus Partnerships:
What We Have Learned About What
It Takes To Work Together

A

by Christine Arnold and Tricia Seifert

re you wondering what motivations and behaviours drive cross-campus partnerships?
While we may strive to work together for student success, it can be challenging at
times, and we sought to investigate what influences successful partnerships.
Aspirations to achieve a positive organizational culture that supports students requires the commitment and
determination of all members of the post-secondary education community (Kuh, Kinzie, Schuh, Whitt, & Associates,
2010). Kuh, Kinzie, Schuh, and Whitt (2005) appropriately state that, “as with so many aspects of institutional
effectiveness, the whole of the cultural properties that comprise and contribute to student success is greater than the
sum of the parts” (p. 39). From formal educational partnerships to informal personal outreach and connections
(Kezar, 2001; Streit, Dalton, & Crosby, 2009; Whitt et al., 2008), student affairs/services (SAS) staff members’
communications and interactions with faculty are central to creating an institutional culture in which supporting
students is a shared responsibility.
Recent research investigating SAS-faculty partnerships suggests that communications and interactions are much
more diverse than generally acknowledged and have exceptional potential to encourage student success (Streit,
Dalton, & Crosby, 2009). Student success and learning experiences are improved when curricular and co-curricular
opportunities are linked and students can draw connections between them during their time on our campuses (Kezar
& Gehrke, 2016; Kuh, 2011; Martin & Murphy, 2000). Holistic learning experiences necessitate that faculty and SAS
staff work together in providing platforms for increased student retention and graduation.

What We Already Know
Our previous work explored the relationships between faculty and SAS staff members’ awareness and engagement
with programs and services designed to support student success and perceptions of institutional retention efforts
(Arnold, Clarke, & Seifert, 2016). We found that tenured/promoted faculty appear to have more positive perceptions
of the degree to which their departments and institutions convey to students that they can succeed and facilitate
involvement compared with non-promotional stream faculty. Additionally, faculty employed for fewer years at their
institutions tend to have more positive perceptions than those employed for 11+ years. In terms of discipline, our
analyses revealed Arts and Humanities faculty were found to have the most positive perceptions of the degree to
which their departments convey to students that they can succeed and facilitates involvement compared with Social
Sciences and Education, and Health Sciences faculty. These findings suggest that there are differences within faculty
subcultures that play a role in organizational campus culture and, ultimately, student success.
While we investigated faculty perceptions of student success and retention efforts in the study mentioned above,
we have now turned our thoughts toward faculty behaviours and whether there are noticeable comparisons to be
drawn in the findings. In this article, we expand on this initial research and report on faculty members’ motivations
and behaviours with regard to partnering across academics and SAS.

Slicing the Data
Our findings are based on survey data that were collected at 24 post-secondary institutions (seven community
colleges and seventeen universities). Respondents include both faculty and SAS professionals. The slice of data that
we selected to analyze for this article includes 662 university faculty (full-time and part-time) who were teaching
undergraduate students in the 2013/2014 and 2014/2015 academic years. The breakdown below (see Figure 1)
shows the composition of the sample we analyzed by academic rank, years employed at the current institutions,
and disciplinary area.
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Figure 1: Faculty Characteristics

We use three variables to characterize faculty: academic rank, years employed at the current institution, and
disciplinary area. Academic rank comprises: (1) Tenured/Promoted; (2) Promotional Stream; and (3) Nonpromotional Stream. Years employed at the current institution is grouped as follows: (1) 3 or fewer years, (2) 4–6
years, (3) 7–10 years, (4) 11–15 years, and (5) 15+ years. Disciplinary area comprises: (1) Business, (2) STEM,
(3) Social Sciences and Education, (4) Health Sciences, and (5) Arts and Humanities. Our goal is to understand
if there is any difference among faculty in terms of their frequency of engaging in and maintaining partnerships
with other academic faculty and SAS colleagues.

Our Investigation
Using this slice of data, we investigate faculty behaviours and explore members’ likelihood of partnering with
various units/divisions across campuses. To this end, we asked respondents the following question: Reflecting on
the current academic year, indicate if you have been involved in some form of partnership in any of the
areas listed below. These areas include the following:
Partnering with SAS
• Academic Services (Academic Advising, Learning Support Services, Accessibility Services, Library)
• Administrative Services (Admissions, Recruitment, Registrar, Financial Aid)
• Alumni or Development
• Experiential/Career Education (Career Services, Co-op, Internships, Employers, Community Service-Learning,
Study Abroad)
• Personal Well-Being (Psychological Counselling, Health & Wellness)
• Student Life (Clubs and Organizations, Leadership Programs, Residence Life)
• Services for Specific Populations of Students (International, Adult/Mature, Commuter, First Generation, First
Nations, LGBTQ students)
• Community Outreach (Emergency Housing, Mental Health Services, Food Banks)
Partnering with Academics
• Individual Faculty Member or Course
• An Academic Program/Department (A living learning community for students in an academic program, academic
student club, or organization)
Using logistic regressions, we estimate whether there are differences in the likelihoods of partnering with academics
and with SAS across respondents by academic rank and other domains of faculty subculture. We then introduced
variables to examine how differences between faculty groups may be reduced as perceptions of expertise valued,
perceptions of partnership valued, and encouragement to partner from colleagues and administration are accounted
for in the statistical model (see Table 1). This is done by adding progressively more “blocks” of explanatory variables
into the model to see how their inclusion matters for explaining the outcomes of interest and how they impact the
estimated effects of the other explanatory variables. These blocks include the following factors:
• Block 1 (our baseline set of explanatory variables): Academic rank, years employed at the current institution,
and disciplinary area
• Block 2: Faculty member perceptions of expertise valued
• Block 3: Perception of partnership valued and encouragement to partner
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Academic Rank Denotes respondents’ rank
Y ears Employed at the Current Institution
Denotes respondents’ years employed at their current institution
Disciplinary Area
Denotes respondents’ undergraduate program/area in which they primarily teach
Faculty Member Perception of Expertise Valued (α=.78)
I value SAS staff members’ expertise
I feel SAS staff value my expertise as it relates to undergraduate students’ success
Perception of Partnership Valued (α=.68)
Release time is available
Partnering with others is recognized in promotion and tenure criteria
I feel my colleagues value partnering with others to support undergraduate student success
Encouragement to Partner
Extent to which faculty are encouraged to partner by: SAS (staff and colleagues) (α=.74)
Academics (department or faculty staff and colleagues, program coordinators and directors, chairs, and deans
(α=.84)
Table 1: Independent Variables

The second and third blocks consist of composite measures based on individual survey items, for which respondents
indicate the extent to which they agree or disagree with various declarative statements designed to measure such
perceptions, using a Likert Scale.

Our Learnings
Our findings from this analysis are fourfold. First, academic rank and experience matter for explaining the odds
of faculty members engaging in partnerships. For example, non-promotional stream faculty are only around onequarter to one-third as likely to partner with both academics and SAS as their tenured/promoted counterparts. The
longer the faculty member has been employed at the institution increases the likelihood of partnering with SAS.
These results are perhaps not surprising as they suggest faculty members who have been at their institutions longer
have more time to develop connections across campus, more vested interests in the success of their students, and
are more inclined to partner to that end. The uncertain employment conditions experienced by non-promotional
stream faculty may contribute to their decisions in forming partnerships. Considering the increased reliance on
contingent and sessional faculty to teach in Canada’s post-secondary institutions (Field & Jones, 2016; Field, Jones,
Karram Stephenson, & Khoyetsyan, 2014), this may act as a systematic barrier on expanding students’ knowledge
and use of SAS resources within institutions.
Second, compared with Arts and Humanities faculty, those in the Social Sciences and Education are about one-third
less likely to partner with academics, although no such difference is observed for partnerships with SAS. While it was
beyond the scope of this study to pinpoint the reasons for this difference, the finding suggests that there may be group
differences within and across faculties that need to be accounted for to properly explain why faculty members form
partnerships. It is interesting to note that faculty engagement with partnerships and variations by academic rank,
years employed at the current institution, and disciplinary area were comparable to our earlier findings concerning
perceptions of student success and retention efforts. Tenured/promoted faculty and Arts and Humanities faculty are
both more likely to have positive perceptions of their departments and institutions messaging students that they can
succeed and facilitating involvement as well as forming partnerships with academics and SAS.
Third, we observe that a meaningful determinant of faculty members’ willingness to partner with both academics
and SAS is their perceived value of SAS members’ expertise and that their expertise is valued reciprocally. Specifically,
we estimate that respondents are nearly twice as likely to partner with colleagues across campus when expertise is
mutually valued. To some extent, this finding is not surprising because it indicates that SAS members are relied
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upon more when their skills are valued. However, the mechanism behind why respondents who value SAS members
are also more likely to partner with academics is unclear. One possibility is that there is a reciprocal relationship
between faculty members’ willingness to partner with colleagues and the belief that their colleagues’ contributions
will be meaningful. The key component of promoting partnering appears to be mutual and reciprocal valuing of
one another’s expertise.
Lastly, although the perception that release time for partnering is available and having partnership as a criterion
in tenure and promotion didn’t seem to matter, the perception that partnerships was expressly encouraged made
a tremendous difference in faculty members’ partnering behaviour. We find that faculty members who stated that
they were encouraged by academic leaders to partner with academic colleagues were twice as likely to do so, and
those who were encouraged by senior leaders and students to partner with SAS were nearly three times more likely to
do so. The take home message is this: Words matter. Feeling that one has been encouraged directly to partner with
others across campus spurs that activity. If leaders at your institution think partnering and collaborating for student
success is important, they have to communicate it: loudly, clearly, and often. This finding speaks to an obvious but
important point: Forming partnerships with academics and SAS has the capacity to help students; however, many
faculty members – especially those who are less experienced and in non-promotional roles – may not have the proper
knowledge or incentive to do so. Informing faculty about these resources and encouraging their use is paramount.
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The Magic of Mobile: Five Keys
to Building Student Engagement
through an App-Based Online
Orientation

W

by Eric Glanville

hen students do something 177,000 times in one year, it must be important. That’s
the number of direct messages exchanged by Douglas College students in 2018
following the launch of our app-based online orientation program. This extraordinary
outcome signaled a watershed moment in the evolution of our service delivery and
clearly demonstrated that the right technology can have a transformative impact on
the new student experience.
Although the response to this new model was immediate, our
success was built on years of trial and error, and some important
lessons learned along the way. The process began in 2012, while
I was searching for a solution to a couple of emerging problems.
First, a significant percentage of our incoming class was not
participating in our live orientation events due to scheduling
conflicts or (in the case of our international students) because
they hadn’t yet arrived in the country.
Secondly, it was becoming increasingly difficult to cover all
of the necessary topics in the limited amount of time we had in
our schedule. As a result, the events felt increasingly rushed, and
students were retaining less and less of what was being presented.
Having always enjoyed the intersection of technology and student
affairs, I began looking at ways to solve these problems through
an effective online orientation.
The original model was a combination of web content and social
media community. We created nearly twenty additional pages of
information on our Douglas website and used a Facebook app to
connect students before and after our on-campus events. Later on,
we experimented with an online forum tool to host more robust
conversations. Two years ago, we built a series of modules for new
students in Blackboard, our learning management system (LMS).
Each of these approaches had strengths and weaknesses. The
website and LMS options gave us the ability to present a large
volume of information on a relatively inexpensive platform. However, students still needed to sit down at a computer
to access the information, and the experience wasn’t very engaging, so they rarely visited the space more than once.
The social media approach was more accessible, and we saw encouraging levels of engagement among our new
students. But it was hard to deliver significant amounts of content there, which limited the value to students and
hindered the achievement of our key learning outcomes.
Despite these mixed results, we learned a great deal about what works (and doesn’t) when building an effective
online orientation. We then brought those lessons with us last year, when we created an entirely new program on
the OOHLALA (now Ready Education) mobile platform. Within days of launching the app-based tool, we knew
that we had finally hit on a winning combination. The orientation program quickly became the most popular of
the fourteen app tiles, garnering nearly 30% of all traffic on the platform. Not only were students accessing the
technology in record numbers, they were returning on a daily basis to get more information and engage with their
peers, faculty, and staff.
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It was a fascinating and thrilling experience to watch a new
community come to life, literally in the palm of your hand. We
could see students’ knowledge, excitement, and sense of community
building day by day, weeks before the semester even began. After
years of experimentation, it was immensely gratifying to see our
vision of a thriving online orientation come to life. Looking back
on this experience, it’s clear that there were five key factors that
contributed to our success:

1. Take a “Lean” Approach
The truth is, no matter how well you know your student
community, you can never predict exactly how they will respond to
your online orientation. On more than one occasion, my colleagues
and I spent weeks developing some excellent program content,
only to realize that no one was using it. This was a very frustrating
experience because we knew that students would benefit from the
information if they would just engage with it.
Eventually, we discovered how to avoid this disappointing
outcome by following a model described by Eric Reis in his book
The Lean Entrepreneur. This approach focuses on creating a
simple model very quickly and then watching how your audience
uses it. Once you’ve identified the most popular elements, you
then focus your time and energy on enhancing only those parts
in the next version of your program. This iterative approach means that you’re constantly moving in the direction
of increased value to students, while minimizing the risk that you’ll waste time and money developing content or
tools they won’t use.
In our case, we built the first version of the online orientation in just under two months, with ten different tools
and a modest amount of content on a wide variety of subjects. When we reviewed the click rates on each area, it was
easy to identify what elements to enhance and which to remove. In some cases, the results were the opposite of what
we expected, which clearly demonstrated how the lean approach helps you make efficient, data-driven decisions.

2. Tailor Your Content
New students often find themselves buried under an avalanche of information and struggle to find the topics that
are most relevant to them. In many cases, they become overwhelmed and tune out of the communications process
entirely. However, if they believe that the content they’re seeing is tailored to their unique needs, students become
much more motivated to thoroughly explore the material.
For example, we created separate online orientation streams for domestic, international, varsity, and aboriginal
students, and let them choose which of these areas most interested them. Once inside, the video and text tutorials,
checklists, calendars, and glossaries were populated with content that was specific to the needs of that population.
As a result, engagement with these materials skyrocketed, with more than 90% of students reporting that they had
used these tools to prepare for their first week on campus.

3. Make it Practical
One lesson I learned early on is that good technology informs, but great technology executes. An easy example of
this is the fact that most of us have a banking app on our phone. However, we don’t use it because it explains how
credit cards work. We use it because so we can quickly pay our credit card bills. In other words, it makes it easier
and more efficient to complete a task we need to do anyway.
This desire for efficient technology solutions is even stronger in our new students, who grew up using apps that
were designed to make necessary processes easier. As a result, we’ve seen that online orientation programs are more
successful if they move beyond explanations, to actually help students accomplish critical steps in their onboarding
journey. In our case, students were able to learn about course materials and living spaces in one section of the
app, and then use the chat rooms to purchase textbooks and find rental accommodations from other students on
campus. This opportunity to quickly achieve critical and practical outcomes led to students sending more than 500
messages a day through the platform.
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4. Social is Crucial
One of the biggest anxieties that new students experience is the
fear that they won’t be able to make friends in their new community.
This is especially true for international students, who must leave
their existing friends and family behind to begin a new life in a
foreign country. Of course, none of us want our students to be
anxious, but that tension can be a powerful motivating factor if
we provide an easy and accessible solution.
In our case, when we began including social spaces in our
online orientation program, students immediately recognized
the opportunity to form meaningful relationships even before
they arrived on campus. Within minutes of launching the appbased program, we saw our first posts from new students entering
the system. In a few hours, there were lively discussions going
on between new friends on different continents. By the time the
semester started, three quarters of the incoming class (including
nearly 100% of our international students) had joined the app
community. Having a built-in social space was not only making
the program much more popular, it was enabling students to help
each other through one of the most important transitions of their
young adult lives.

5. The Magic of Mobile
Everyone knows the famous quote by Willie Sutton, offered when
asked why he robbed banks: “Because that’s where the money is.”
I have a similar response when people ask me why we put our online orientation on a mobile app: because that’s
where the students are. Think of it this way: students will sit down at a computer when they have to, but they sleep
with their mobile phones. If you’re wondering on which platform to base your orientation program, why not choose
the one that students literally carry with them 24 hours a day?
For us, the response to this decision was dramatic. Before switching to a mobile solution, we were happy to get
20% of our students using the LMS-based program. And in many cases, they would scan through the content once
and never return. In contrast, the launch of our app-based orientation attracted more than 9,000 downloads, with
the average student using this tool more than 840 times in the first year. There’s no other medium that comes close
to that level of engagement. Simply put, apps are the future of online orientation.
Of course, there are many other factors involved in building a great program, such as writing interesting content,
crafting effective marketing campaigns, and designing social engagement strategies. Going through all the factors
would probably fill a book or a full-day workshop. However, if you can incorporate these five key elements into your
online orientation, the result can be a powerful enhancement to your service delivery and a uniquely engaging and
transformative experience for your new students.
Eric Glanville is the Manager of the Future Students’ Office at Douglas College and can be reached by email at
glanvillee@douglascollege.ca.
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Is (SX) Design the Future of
Higher Education?

I

by Ahmad Oustwani

n a world of fast-paced social development and technology, innovation and
entrepreneurship help us to adapt. In recent years, higher education has acknowledged
these developments while attempting to incorporate activities and curriculums that
embody innovative thinking – but is it meeting the social demands of our modern world
to attract, accommodate, and retain young learners?
A lack of innovation and an interdisciplinary background combined with the absence of design thinking among
higher education administration has resulted in stagnation. In turn, these institutions are struggling to respond
to the educational needs of students.

The gap between students and higher education
Access to technology and the widespread use of the internet among young learners has created a generation that
is significantly more connected, aware, and informed than students two decades ago, or those in the pre-internet
era. Consequently, students today have their own culture with their own unique set of needs and demands.
Due to students’ present access to information and technology, we are currently witnessing a gap where higher
education is concerned. More specifically, we see how higher education has struggled to keep up with young learners.
In fact, in today’s fast-paced society, we even see how the needs of each incoming class of students change from
one year to the next.
Back in the day, so to speak, universities met to discuss their curriculum and adapt it at a pace that perhaps
matched the social and developmental pace of students. Because the change was arguably minimal and minor
in the B.I. (Before the Internet) era, higher education’s curriculum required infrequent reform. Today, however,
higher education is maintaining this same pace while students’ development is operating in a league of its own.
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Ultimately, the two no longer run parallel to each other and with little attention being paid to this gap, it’s becoming
more and more pronounced. In the internet era, change happens at an instant, and so too should higher education
be able to adapt within an instant. In fact, it demands it – and so do our young learners.

Higher education as a vehicle for success
Think of higher education institutions as taxis, and students as passengers. Passengers prefer Uber; however,
higher education remains a taxi.
From the outset, Uber identified a gap. They saw passengers’ need for reliable, pay-by-card transport service,
and responded to this demand accordingly, addressing passengers’ needs and beyond. For this reason, Uber is now
largely favoured over taxis.
Uber was able to achieve the success it has because they used design thinking methods and strategies. That is,
combining innovative ideation with technology in order to meet social demands. What a great approach to the
way we take taxis! Just think: this method can also be applied to other areas to completely transform the way we do
things – higher education included.

Designing the student experience
By leveraging technology and innovative thinking, higher education can better respond to the culture, demands,
and needs of current and incoming students for generations to come. In fact, transforming the entire industry of
higher education requires design thinking. Specifically, it requires user experience (UX) design, the process of
creating products that provide meaningful and relevant experiences to users. So, what if we dropped the “U” and
replaced it with “S”? You guessed it! That would result in “student experience (SX) design.”
My dear colleagues, are we the innovators we are encouraging our students to be? Are we applying methods that
challenge the curriculum and program development status quo? Are we student experience (SX) designers?
Through student experience (SX) design, we can test, learn, prototype, adapt and succeed in higher education
development, because two years from now, our students will be different from students today. In order to meet this
demand, we need to have a dynamic approach that is as fast-adapting as our young learners. Their voices are not
absent. In fact, they are well communicated through the very same medium that necessitates educational reform:
technology. They speak, but perhaps we’re not listening – and certainly not acting to our fullest potential.
Education is a journey for the learner’s soul, and designing their journey with their input is part of our
responsibility as educators – or should I say
(SX) designers?
Ahmad Oustwani currently occupies a
Student Affairs Coordinator position in the
Office of Advising and Student Information
Services at McGill University’s Faculty of
Arts. Previously, Ahmad worked in various
different areas of Student Affairs at his alma
mater, Virginia Commonwealth University,
and its international branch campus in Doha,
Qatar where he completed his undergraduate
studies in design. He is currently pursuing
his Master of Science (MS) in Student Affairs
in Higher Education with Colorado State
University. Ahmad can be reached by email
at ahmad.oustwani@mcgill.ca, on Twitter
@AhmadOustwani, and on LinkedIn.
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Intersubjectivity and the Social Model
of Disability: Student Voices
by Seanna Takacs

Introduction

R

ecently, the framework around disability service provision in post-secondary
institutions has begun to shift towards a social model of disability. Where the medical
model locates disability within the individual as deficit or pathology (Olkin, 1999), the
social model contrasts impairment with disability and locates disability as a function of
the normative structures and policies that unnecessarily isolate and exclude people from
full participation in society (UPAIS, 1975). The social model provides the opportunity
to assume a contextual stance on disability to acknowledge the disability labels are
constituted and situated through social, educational, and medical vectors. The social
model encourages us to account for the ways the post-secondary environment both
opens and limits educational opportunities. Given that environments are changeable,
the social model also permits space in which an individual can be abled and disabled
in different ways in response to those changes. However, the social model of disability
also has the capacity to eclipse individual and medical approaches to disability to such
an extent that it can imply that impairment is not a problem (Shakespeare, 2013) and
therefore it is important to investigate the lived experiences of students in post-secondary
to gain a sense of their experience of both openness and limitation. What helps? What
constitutes a barrier? Can support be expanded to apply to all students and if so, is that
a means of mediating stigma and the “specialness” of students with disabilities?

1,300 clients worldwide
in more than 36 countries
use Symplicity to make
life easier for students,
employers, and higher
education professionals.

TALK TO US AT INFO@SYMPLICITY.COM TO LEARN MORE.
WWW.SYMPLICITY.COM
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The Project
At a small university outside of Vancouver, BC, we conceived of a project to support institutional awareness
around labelling and disclosure. Students, faculty, and staff were concerned about stigma and marginalization and
expressed an interest in better supporting students. In Accessibility Services, we, along with three volunteer students,
designed a symposium for staff and faculty to present information on the unique challenges of self-disclosure and
self-advocacy. Members of Accessibility Services developed education modules on theories and practices in disability
service provision. Our goal was to contextualize the issue as one of self-determination and to bring to light the
ways students felt we could ask better questions and provide better support. The second half of the symposium was
dedicated to a student panel discussion. Questions for the symposium were developed with the student participants
in a series of stages to permit a design that was reflective of the crucial questions that would yield a sense not only
of their experience but which could help guide accessibility policy.
It was important to ground the project in a theoretical framework to guide interpretation of the rich discussion
that came out of the symposium. Intersubjective Systems Theory (IST) is a psychoanalytic theory that holds at its
centre the concept of an experiencing subject (Stolorow & Atwood, 1994) and whose principal research method is
the in-depth case study (Wallace, 1985). It is a theory of phenomenological contextualism; it brings to light the ways
that phenomena emerge and are both structured and embedded within particular psychological fields. IST pivots
on the idea that experiences are situated and context-dependent rather than existing statically, within an isolated
mind (Stolorow & Atwood, 1996). In other words, experiences emerge in the interplay between subjective worlds
(Orange, 1995). Therefore, a sense of impairment or disability does not exist as a function of individual cognition
or pathology but rather emerges within a scheme of relational and experiential vectors, represented and expressed
in language and symbols. IST encourages the practitioner to account for not only the students’ history, context,
and subjective experience, but to acknowledge that as practitioners, we ourselves have subjective worlds that are
organized according to our own histories and experiences. The social model argues that it is environments that
are disabling. IST offers the mechanism of inquiry into that environment to meet barriers grounded in experience
rather than what we might expect from an “autistic person” or “someone with mental illness.”
Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) is an approach to the study of experience grounded in the philosophy
of Husserl, Heidegger, Gadamer, and Dilthey. It is a commitment to understanding what it is like, in all its aspects,
to be human (Smith et. al, 2012). For our project, we asked what it is like to be labelled with a disability, interacting
with the organizing concepts within the institutional practices through which their experience materializes (Hacking,
2002). A thematic analysis was conducted to explore, in broad strokes, the common structure of disability as an
experience at the university.
Theme 1: Alienation:
Alienation is the sense of standing outside, of lacking a relational home (Atwood & Stolorow, 2016) or in other
words, a sense of being depersonalized or estranged from one’s own nature (Atwood and Stolorow, 2014). Alienation
was the dominant theme that emerged from the panel discussion and arguably, each of the subsequent themes are
underpinned by or corollary to the sense of alienation experienced by students. Students indicated that different
activities have the capacity to either intensify alienation or ameliorate alienation. Alienation was intensified when
students felt stared at, were treated with a lack of familiarity, and were referred to as “the one with” or “the one
who” where outdated or unkind terminology was used (e.g. “She’s crippled,” “Aren’t schizophrenics dangerous?”).
Conversely, the students reported many instances where alienation could be ameliorated. Unsurprisingly, alienation
was best mitigated by getting to know people working in groups, or joining social groups. Unanimously, students
emphasized that the best thing any instructor could do was, upon receipt of an accommodation plan, move
immediately and happily to assuring the student that the instructor was here to help. Two student panelists pointed
out that talking to other people who feel alienated is also helpful, but not if that was the only grounds for friendship.
The third student panelist laughed at the idea of “disability groups” on the basis that she would not be interested
in getting to know someone just because they both feel like outsiders.
Two key subthemes emerged. The first is that labelling presents a paradox. In one sense, labels were seen to
differentiate and thereby alienate (e.g. “I have CP.”), especially if an inappropriate label is used (e.g. “Oh, you’re the
one with the limp.”), but labels were thought to decrease apprehension and facilitate inclusion by creating a sense
of familiarity. The IST framework would hold that labels should be considered in terms of whether they facilitate
relational meaning (i.e. the degree to which they accurately reflect the individual’s experience). For one student,
the attempt to reassure peers by way of the Deaf label achieved that sense of familiarity; conversely, when sharing
the label of schizophrenia, a highly stigmatized label, a relational meaning may not be facilitated, or worse, may
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increase a sense of alienation.
A second key subtheme was the idea of cognitive load. Cognitive load is the strain placed on working memory
capacity by a task or information (Sweller, 1988). The more students had to manage in terms of transportation,
course load, financial aid, life balance, exercise, group involvement, and work, the greater the overload and the
greater the sense of alienation. All three students reported that the sooner they could implement a routine, the
less of an outsider they felt. This finding is consonant with the social model, which locates disabling conditions
outside the individual. It gives us pause to consider that the higher load of service coordination for students with
disabilities (NEADS, 2018) may not just mean more fatigue and stress, but a dramatically compromised sense of
belonging and inclusion.
Theme 2: Fear and Reluctance:
Unanimously, fear and reluctance from others was perceived and understood as a mechanism of marginalization.
The students reported organizing their behavior and decision-making in the face of perceived unwillingness to
have conversations. For instance, one student reported that she was reluctant to have accommodation-related
conversations with instructors before or after class:
“You don’t want everyone else hearing, because not everyone has the same question…people can be really nasty”
A second student described a constant fear of conversation, of saying the wrong thing for fear of becoming an
outsider, and identified this aspect of her experience as the one that she would most urgently wish to change:
“The fear of conversations has to stop. I don’t want to disclose but the conversation has to start, too.”
Theme 3: Verifiability:
There can exist a confrontation, a push to share, and in some cases, an entitlement and ownership expressed over
the student’s label or designation, which was an important matter to address during the symposium. Students had
reported an implicit ultimatum: to disclose their disability or risk academic support. Each of the three panelists varied
in their response from feeling a sense of inevitability, to welcoming the (explicit) inquiry, to rejection of the inquiry:
“People are going to have questions and people are going to be curious, especially with a visible
disability.”
“I want people to ask.”
“It’s not your business unless I make it your business.”
“This is new for me, being on this end [in the symposium]. Mental health is a personal thing but
also a public thing. The terms of negotiation can be difficult. Disclosure is confusing – there has to
be a level of trust and receptivity.”
In verifying the existence and nature of disability, all three students on the panel described a feeling of uncanniness
(Atwood & Stolorow, 2014) in which the issue of verifiability served to further structure alienation:
“It’s weird hearing these questions because I just feel like a normal person. I didn’t find out that I
had a disability until I was a teenager and when I did, I cried! ‘I have a disability?!’ ”
“People will ask ‘Why can’t you [disclose]?’ But what they don’t realize is that I ask myself those
same questions.”
However, challenges to verifiability also serve as a site to express assertiveness about normality:
“I worked so hard to be a normal person. Now I’m proud of who I am. Why was I trying to be like
everyone else?!”
“Our disabilities are our normal!”
and labeling:
“Deaf is a label, nothing more.”
“I don’t have a disability. I have CP or cerebral palsy.”
Theme 4: Manners:
The fourth theme to emerge was around manners and politeness, which, in an intersubjective framework, could
be tied to relational intention. Being polite was analyzed as being related to allyship. In perceiving politeness and
agreeableness from others, the students structured understanding and genuine caring in terms of the spirit of the
inquiry:
“Yeah, just come up and be polite about it… You can use the same words, but it’s how you speak
to people.”
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“I like it when people say, ‘I hope you don’t mind me asking.’ ”
“Just ask. Be considerate, have empathy and compassion.”

Conclusion
This project served to highlight the crucial point that, in accordance with the social model of disability, impairment
is one thing – but the experience of being a student with a disability is a relational, contextual phenomenon that is
grounded in communication, intentionality, and one’s perceived place with others. The feeling of being disabled, of
being alienated, can ebb and flow in accordance with workload, friendship, invitations to participation, terminology
use, and intentional disposition. Our goal in holding the symposium was to support staff and faculty in helping them
understand the experience of having a disability at the university. We went on to hold subsequent talks, showing that
as part of a post-secondary environment, we exist within a relational, intersubjective web: We all have the ability to
determine whether a student will be included or alienated, impaired or disabled – and we all have the capacity to
be curious, inquire gently, and acknowledge ourselves and others as being in it together.
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Shared Learning: A Discussion of
Indigenous Knowledge & Pedagogy
by Stephanie J. Waterman, Samantha Larocque, and Cristina Cardelus

Introduction by Stephanie Waterman

I

n this article, two OISE Master of Education graduates discuss their experience
taking “Indigenous Knowledge: Implications for Education,” a course taught by J’net
Ayayqwayaksheelth from the Ahousaht First Nation on the West Coast of Vancouver
Island. Relationality (Wilson, 2008) and narrative inquiry (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000)
inform our discussion. Wilson writes about an Indigenous Research Paradigm in which
relationality is foundational. Our relationship with all of Creation, and each other, is
the basis for our responsible relationships. When we are in relationship, we matter;
we work to strengthen our relations, ideas, and are consciously responsible to them.
Consequently, the format of the article centers our story of a shared learning experience
and explores the continued impact of the learning relationships formed as a result.
The idea for this article was planted during a conversation at the convocation reception for the 2017 Class of
the OISE Master’s in Higher Education, Student Services & Student Development, which Cris and Sam were part
of. They both had taken multiple courses with me. As we chatted over snacks, I was intrigued that they had taken
an Indigenous knowledge class and were so enthusiastic about their learning. Their experiences highlight the
importance of Indigenizing learning environments. Courses like this challenge colonial and western assumptions
about learning and knowledge and highlight the power of an approach to teaching based in relationality. Through
our conversation below, we share our learning. We begin with our introductions.
Cristina (Cris) Cardelus was born and raised in Mississauga, Ontario, as a first-generation Canadian. Both her
parents are immigrants from South America, and she grew up in the Catholic school system. Cris was unaware
of Indigenous peoples and their cultures on what she now knows to be Turtle Island until the age of 21 when she
began her Master’s of Education in Higher Education at the University of Toronto. Cris now works at McMaster
University, the traditional territory of the Haudenosaunee and Anishnaabeg, which is covered by the Upper Canada
Treaties and is within the lands protected by the “Dish With One Spoon” wampum agreement, directly adjacent to
Haldiman Treaty territory.
Samantha (Sam) Larocque is the daughter of a French-Canadian mother and South Indian father. She was
born in Montreal but grew up in India and Thailand. She returned to Montreal, located on the unceded lands of
the Kanien’kehá:ka Nation, to pursue her post-secondary education. Her experiences working in student affairs at
McGill inspired her to pursue a Master’s in Higher Education at OISE. She now lives and works in Toronto at Ryerson
University, located in the territory of the Wendat, the Anishnaabeg, Haudenosaunee, Métis, and the Mississaugas of
the New Credit First Nation.
Stephanie J. Waterman, Onondaga, Turtle Clan is from the Onondaga Nation in New York where she spent most
of her life and considers home. She identifies as a cis woman, grandmother, mother, auntie, partner, and sister.
She has been teaching in higher education for about 15 years in non-Native Universities and Colleges (NNCUs)
(Shotton, Lowe & Waterman, 2013). She now teaches in the territory of the Huron-Wendat and Petun First Nations,
the Seneca, and most recently, the Mississaugas of the Credit River.
Stephanie: Why did you take the Indigenous Knowledge: Implications for Education
course?
Cris: I realized there was a huge gap in my knowledge when I became a graduate student. I didn’t grow up with any
Indigenous people in my life and was not exposed to Indigenous cultures. I didn’t really know much about Indigenous
peoples in general until I entered the M.Ed. program at the University of Toronto (U of T). Land Acknowledgments
at U of T were so prevalent. There was no way you could miss them if you were attending classes or any U of T event.
Sam: That was a factor for me as well. I did my undergrad at McGill where land acknowledgements were not
common at the time. When I first heard one, it opened my eyes to how little I actually knew. I think it’s important to
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recognize that land acknowledgements are often for the benefit of non-Indigenous peoples like us - to educate and
raise awareness. And in our case, it did contribute to our decisions to learn more.
Cris: Land Acknowledgments made me understand that it was important to have this knowledge as an active
member of any university. Because of these Land Acknowledgements, I realized how much I didn’t know, so I wanted
to learn more. Having you as a professor, Stephanie, in many of our core courses was also a huge privilege for us as
students and budding student affairs professionals. You definitely inspired me to take the Indigenous Knowledge:
Implications for Education course. Did you have a knowledge base of Indigenous peoples when you came to U of
T, Sam?
Sam: I did have some basic knowledge about the colonization of Indigenous peoples in North America. When
I started my graduate degree, the National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls was
underway and discussion around the inquiry taught me more. Stephanie’s courses, though, were really key. You
incorporated Indigenous worldviews and pedagogy into your teaching of student affairs materials, making your
classes unique. I realized that I needed to learn about Indigenous epistemology and pedagogy itself if I wanted to
understand why your teaching was so effective.
Cris: For sure. It became clear to me that as a higher education professional, understanding this approach as well
as issues of colonization and decolonization as they exist in our system should be a key part of our work.
Sam: Unsurprisingly, our education system privileges Western ways of knowing. Yet, many of us aren’t even conscious
about this, so we replicate this bias in our student support programming. I spent 20 years as a student, and this was
the first class I took that both taught and used Indigenous worldviews, pedagogy, and praxis. It was enlightening.
Stephanie: What, and how exactly, did you learn in the Indigenous Knowledge:
Implications for Education course?
Sam: J’net was a phenomenal teacher. Everything about the course challenged my assumptions about what
“learning” was and what “teaching” looked like. Even the physical space was different. Her usual class had music
playing, food, and chairs in a circle with no tables. I remember being taken aback at first. Yet, of the dozen courses
I took at OISE, J’net’s class is one I remember most vividly, as the majority of my learning is attached to a sensory
memory. So, I remember things like the Seven Grandfathers teaching and the way the Hudson’s Bay Company used
trading posts to exert control over First Nations communities because of how tactile and immersive the classes were.
Cris: Absolutely, the learning was incredibly valuable. J’net had to make adjustments to accommodate the university’s
standards for a graduate-level course, but that didn’t stop us from learning in a traditionally Indigenous way. The
most important lessons for me were definitely about Indigenous cultures, attitudes, and approaches towards learning
and education. I am grateful now that I can recognize Indigenous ways of being in an educational setting that is
non-Westernized. It was great being able to experience this first-hand in our very own classroom – for example by
smelling sage, sweet grass, and tobacco in order to understand their sacred healing; passing around physical objects
and interacting with them was a common practice in our classroom; engaging in storytelling; as well as listening
to music and singing along.
Sam: Those practices especially challenged my preconceptions of learning. When passing around sweetgrass, I
was forced to consider how smelling and feeling an object is learning. Is it learning on the same level as writing an
academic paper? More importantly, is that even a necessary comparison? The course showed me how narrow my
understanding of learning was.
Cris: Personally, I remember a lot more of what we learned in this class than what I read in the thick textbooks
from my other classes. Storytelling was also a big part of the course, so you really had to be listening to others. All
of these things engaged all your senses in learning which is very different from the Western approach to education.
Sam: From a Western perspective, the tactility may come across as “simple,” but it actually added complexity
and perhaps encouraged a deeper form of learning. As J’net taught us, Indigenous ways of knowing and teaching
are intimately connected to the land and the knowledge it reveals. And she was clear that what we did in her class
barely scratched the surface of that. Yet, we both walked away with the beginning of a new conceptual framework
and approach to learning, not to mention physical takeaways from the course.
Cris: I still have that “Perfect Loveable Being” sticker in my bedroom that J’net gave us. And remember when
we were taught the basics of throat singing? That was taught to us by another student in the class. I feel like the
professor in a Western context is the “expert” whereas Indigenous knowledge is collective knowledge. Everyone in
the class contributed and were the “experts” of their own perspectives. J’net was the expert, but so was everyone else
in the class. We are all learning. I really appreciated how she would bring different perspectives into the class with
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the guest speakers.
Sam: That was great, especially hearing the different stories and teachings from various First Nations, Métis,
and Inuit people. And as you said, the focus on personal narratives as a form of knowledge sharing was a welcome
change. While student affairs as a field embraces case studies and narrative inquiry, hearing and processing stories
in person, with all of the information, like body language, is distinct from reading and analyzing narratives in an
academic paper.
Cris: I don’t know how I would have gotten the knowledge that I did without our classmates. I found that being
asked to share our personal narrative was empowering. It felt like each of our personal narratives was a sufficient
source of knowledge and that we were considered the experts of our own existence/reality.
Stephanie: How has this experience impacted your practice?
Cris: As an educator, I have the ability and privilege to develop learning opportunities for students. This course
prepared me to weave Indigenous worldviews into those opportunities, not as an afterthought, but as a foundation.
As a new professional, I am excited to be able to further incorporate Indigenous approaches to teaching and learning
directly into the curriculum I develop.
Sam: J’net’s course has encouraged me to critically examine our student support programs, especially orientations.
Orientations are significant events in a student’s education experience. As the CAS Standards on Orientation state,
they provide a clear introduction to the “intellectual, cultural, and social facets of [an] institution.” (CAS, p.1) What
they don’t say is that these facets are usually based in Western traditions and frameworks. Orientations are therefore
either a continuation or introduction for students to these dominant cultural norms. As such, I think it would be
particularly impactful to design Orientation programs based primarily on Indigenous approaches to teaching and
learning.
Conclusion
Communiqué’s Winter 2018 issue focused on transforming and Indigenizing higher education, and our aim
is to continue that conversation. Through our narrative above, we share how one course, in addition to having an
Indigenous faculty member in our M.Ed. program, transformed our learning, how we think about knowledge, our
profession, and how relationality and Indigenous Knowledge is woven throughout. Our relationship with knowledge
has deepened and expanded, which directly impacts how we practice our profession.
For those of you interested in learning more about Indigenous Ways of Knowing, a free module is available to the
public on the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE)’s website.
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Supports and Services for Canadian
Graduate Students with Disabilities

T

by Brad Yetman, Christine Arnold, Kathleen Clarke, Michelle Pidgeon, and Deanna Rexe

he implications associated with the inability to meet graduate students’ needs
have been demonstrated throughout the literature, and they are considerable.
Commonly reported implications include institutional financial loss when credentials
are not completed, self-esteem and income loss for students, potential for litigation,
and possible loss of government funding (Grundy & McGinn, 2008; Hill, 2011; Parks
et al., 1987; Rose, 2010).
Consultations and research on post-secondary access and services are timely and contribute to the Government of
Canada’s emphasis on access to education and training for persons with disabilities, leading to their participation
in the competitive labour market. Students with disabilities enrolling in graduate programs have increased, and
academic and student affairs/services (SAS) professionals are continually discussing and developing mechanisms
to facilitate their success (NEADS, 2016). All post-secondary institutions provide assistance for graduate students
with disabilities; however, delivery models and standards vary across institutions and provinces.
Within this article, we present findings from the multi-year, interdisciplinary national study, Landscape of
Accessibility and Accommodation for Students with Disabilities in Canadian Post-Secondary Education (20162019), which examines the current landscape of accessibility, accommodations, technical equipment, supports, and
services for students with disabilities at publicly-funded post-secondary institutions across Canada. The purpose of
this research study was to inform the Government of Canada’s consultation on a new federal disability act, under
the leadership of the Minister of Sport and Persons with Disabilities. This research builds upon previous National
Educational Association of Disabled Students (NEADS) work, including the landmark report of the National Taskforce
on the Experience of Graduate Students with Disabilities, Understanding Accessibility in Graduate Education
for Students with Disabilities in Canada (2016); Enhancing Accessibility for Disabled Students - A Guide for
Service Providers (2012); and Working Towards a Coordinated National Approach to Services, Accommodations
and Policies for Post-Secondary Students with Disabilities (1999).
The slice of data that we selected to analyze for this article was retrieved from the 2016 Canadian Graduate and
Professional Student Survey (CGPSS) dataset, which is managed by the Canadian Association of Graduate Studies
(CAGS). We focused our analyses on the following research questions:
• How are graduate students accessing and rating professional/personal supports and services?
• What comparisons can be drawn between graduate students with and without disabilities?

Data and Demographics
The Canadian Graduate and Professional Student Survey (CGPSS)
In Canada, the CGPSS is the largest and most comprehensive source of data concerning graduate student
satisfaction. The purpose of the survey is to obtain information about graduate student satisfaction and the student
experience allowing for a more comprehensive understanding of this specific population of students. The data
collection period in 2016 was the first time questions concerning disabilities were included in the survey. These
inclusions mean this dataset has also become the largest source of data investigating Canadian graduate students
with disabilities. The CGPSS 2016 dataset includes 50 institutions across Canada and 45,251 total respondents,
from which 2,324 identified as having a disability (5% of the total sample). The most common disability reported
was mental health (43%), followed by learning disabilities (30%). The least common was autism spectrum (3%).
Additionally, about one-third of students with disabilities reported two or more disabilities.
Students with and without disabilities primarily identified as female (67% and 58%, respectively). With regard
to maturity, students with disabilities were generally older, as 45% of students with disabilities and only 37% of
students without disabilities responded as being 31 years or older. Moreover, students with disabilities were more
commonly Canadian citizens compared to those without disabilities (90% and 69%, respectively). We determined
that 70% of students with disabilities did not identify with a minority group; however, 8% of students with disabilities
self-identified as Aboriginal compared to 3% of students without disabilities.
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The findings presented herein address graduate students’ Professional Skills Development, Research Experience,
and University Services and Student Life, comparing responses of students with and without disabilities. All analyses
were conducted based on students registered in long and medium (thesis and dissertation-based), and short stream
(course and project-based) graduate programs and are noted throughout this article.

Professional/Personal Supports and Services
Professional Skills Development
The first component of our analysis pertains to Professional Skills Development and reports on how graduate
students rate the quality of the supports and professional training they received in their current program. We
concentrate on academic preparation for long and medium stream students (e.g. courses/workshops on teaching,
feedback on research, advice/workshops on publishing), career preparation for long and medium stream students
(e.g. advice/workshops on career options within and outside of academia, advice/workshops about research positions),
and building skills for the workforce for short stream students (e.g. advice/workshops on career options, advice/
workshops on job preparation and professional practice, opportunities for contact with practicing professionals).
With regards to academic preparation measures (see Figure 1) the analysis was directed towards long and medium
stream students. Students with and without disabilities demonstrated favourable responses for most resources/sources
(rating Excellent, Very Good, Good), with students without disabilities reporting higher ratings overall. For example,
it was reported for Courses, Workshops, or Orientations on Teaching that 55% of students with disabilities favourably
received assistance compared to 65% of students without disabilities. Similarly, Advice/Workshops on Standards
for Academic Writing in Your Field and Advice/Workshops on Publishing Your Work are worth mentioning, as
students without disabilities responded slightly more favourably compared to students with disabilities (42% and
49%, respectively) and (28% and 39%, respectively).
Assistance regarding research ethics for students with
and without disabilities yielded comparable results, but it
must be stated that the percentages of graduate students
who responded that they did not participate or that this was
not applicable to them were relatively high, considering
program research requirements. For example, it was
reported for Advice/Workshops about Research Ethics in
Human Subjects that several students with and without
disabilities did not participate (18% and 22%, respectively)
Figure 1: Academic Preparation
or deemed the assistance not applicable (21% and 21%,
respectively). A related pattern was revealed for Advice/Workshops on Intellectual Property Issues, as many students
with and without disabilities did not participate (20% and 24%, respectively) or deemed the assistance not applicable
(15% and 13%, respectively).
With regards to career preparation measures (see
Figure 2) the analysis was directed towards long and
medium stream students. It is important to recognize three
resources/sources and the difference in percentages between
students with and without disabilities. While favourable
responses for most items among students with and without
disabilities were consistent, students with disabilities’
unfavourable responses (rating Poor) revealed noteworthy
variations compared to their peers. Students with disabilities
Figure 2: Career Preparation
responded unfavourably to Advice/Workshops on Career
Options Within and Outside of Academia and Research
Positions (21%, 27%, and 27%, respectively) compared
to students without disabilities (13%, 17%, and 16%,
respectively).
Lastly, with regards to building skills for the workforce
measures (see Figure 3), the analysis was directed towards
short stream students. When comparing favourable
and unfavourable responses, there was very minimal
Figure 3: Building Skills for the Workforce
variation demonstrated between students with and without
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disabilities. This minimal statistical variation could be due to the length and content of the programs themselves,
with limited variation to be experienced, as they are fairly prescribed in nature.
Research Experience
The second component of our analysis pertains to Research Experience (see Figure 4) and reports on five areas:
Conducting Independent Research since Starting Your Graduate Program, Training in Research Methods before
Beginning Your Own Research, Faculty Guidance in Formulating a Research Topic, Research Collaboration
with One or More Faculty Members, and Collaboration with Faculty in Writing a Grant Proposal. The analysis
was directed towards long and medium stream students, given that research is a major condition of their programs.
Students with and without disabilities responded
favourably to all forms of research assistance with minor
variations aside from Collaboration with Faculty in
Writing a Grant Proposal. For example, it was reported for
Conducting Independent Research since Starting your
Graduate Program that 57% of students with disabilities
favourably received assistance compared to 64% of students
without disabilities. However, while students reported
Figure 4: Research Experience
working well with faculty on research projects, writing grant
proposals received less favourable responses with many graduate students responding that they did not participate
or that it was not applicable to them. For example, it was reported for Collaboration with Faculty in Writing a
Grant Proposal that several students with and without disabilities did not participate (22% and 25%, respectively)
or deemed the assistance not applicable (21% and 18%, respectively).
University Services and Student Life
The third component of our analysis pertains to University Services and Student Life (see Figure 5) and reports
on how graduate students across all streams rate university services based on the quality of experience using them
in their most recent year of study. Additionally, in this section of analysis, students identify whether the services used
were based in “local” or “central” offices or “both”. In some universities, services are offered in multiple locations,
with the “local” office being based in a school, department,
or faculty, as opposed to a “central” office location offering
services campus-wide. The analysis was directed towards
long, medium, and short stream students.
The following services had the highest percentages of
favourable responses from graduate students with and
without disabilities: Library Facilities (83% and 87%,
respectively), Graduate Student Work/Study Space (46%
and 56%, respectively), and Health Care Services (45%
Figure 5: University Services and Student Life
and 45%, respectively). In addition, a few services should be
noted due to the percentage of graduate students who responded that they did not participate: Child Care Services
(43% and 49%, respectively), Student Counselling and Resource Centre (40% and 50%, respectively), and Career
Services (46% and 46%, respectively).
Initial analysis demonstrates that the majority of the services graduate students used were located within a
“central” office, aside from Graduate Student Work/Study Space and Research Laboratories. Services were more
commonly utilized in “central” offices for Health Care Services, Student Counselling and Resource Centre, and
Disability/Access Services Office.

Constructive Considerations
This analysis revealed several findings that should be considered when developing graduate programs and
preparing to assist graduate students with disabilities. First, it was apparent that for most professional skills examined
(academic preparation, career preparation, and building skills for the workforce), students with disabilities generally
rated the quality of the supports and professional training they received lower than their peers without disabilities.
Institutions therefore have an opportunity to confirm that all students are receiving the supports they require and
that they are tailored to the demographics enrolled within available programs. Moreover, research ethics preparation
revealed that a sizable proportion of graduate students with and without disabilities in long and medium streams
did not participate in these workshops or deemed the assistance not applicable. While some students may not require
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ethics training for their graduate research, this is an important element of graduate programs and will most likely
be necessary in future work.
Second, career preparation for graduate students was rated quite low by students with disabilities compared to
their peers (career options within and outside academia and research positions). Career potential and possibilities
for graduate students with disabilities seem to require more attention across our institutions, as it is important that
faculty and SAS members are familiar with the necessary workplace arrangements and accommodations.
Third, research assistance was rated favourably by both graduate students with and without disabilities, suggesting
that students and faculty members are working well together on scholarly initiatives. However, grant proposal writing
was noted as an area where improvements should be implemented.
Lastly, graduate students rated Library Facilities, Graduate Student Work/Study Space, and Health Care
Services most favourably, and the majority of the services graduate students used were located within a “central”
office – aside from faculty/departmental work/study space and research laboratories. Recognizing graduate students’
demand for these services, among others, can be advantageous in ensuring that the associated websites, service
hours, personnel/advisors, and initiatives are appropriate.
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Confessions of an
Orientation Coordinator

I

by Melissa Warden Black

n early 2018, I found myself with a presentation but nowhere to present it. Soon after,
I was accepted onto the editorial board for the SA-exchange. For those unfamiliar,
the SA-exchange is a partnership between Ryerson University (Student Affairs) and
CACUSS. It’s a space for professionals from institutions across Canada to tell stories –
about our work, our on-campus experiences, and anything that would be of interest
to our colleagues and peers beyond our institutional borders.

But back to my presentation without a home, and how the SA-exchange fits into all of this…
Shortly after I joined the board, it was suggested by our editor to turn my presentation into a podcast. I’d never
created, or recorded, a podcast, so I thought, “Why not?” My presentation was a mix of personal experience, student
development theory, literature, communication theory, and an exploration of Gen Z – our current generation of
new students. I’m a bit of a generational theory nerd and felt there was an opportunity to explore that through the
lens of my professional and personal experiences to be able to help others better understand our students.
My first podcast was a bit of a tongue-in-cheek telling of my experiences as an Orientation and Transitions
Coordinator, called “Confessions of an Orientation Coordinator.” I modeled the podcast framework on a nineteenthcentury novella for context and looked at Gen Z experiences while contrasting them with my own experience from
(many) years ago. Throughout the episode, I weave my experiences, memorable moments, and touches of humour.
After completing the episode, I realized there were a few subjects that warranted further discussion, so I wrote and
recorded a second podcast, and I am currently working on my third and final installment of the series.
The second episode focuses on mental health and Gen Z, while again working within a framework of a novel,
contrasting against my own new student experiences, and even being candidly open about my own mental wellness
struggles. The realities of mental wellness and illness with Gen Z is important for us to recognize in order to best
serve our students, and I felt it was an important topic to discuss more in-depth.
The third and final installment of my Confessions series will focus on communication. I long ago chose my novel
for the framework, and the hint I’ll give is that it’s a classic and another nineteenth-century piece. And once again
I’ll contrast Gen Z with my generation, looking at how communication styles and technologies have changed and
how they impact our current students. Spoiler alert: There have been some pretty big changes.
I hope you’ll take the time to listen to my podcasts and check out the SA-exchange!
Melissa Warden Black is the Orientation and Transitions Coordinator at the University of Manitoba (when not recording
podcasts for the SA-exchange). Melissa can be reached at melissa.warden.black@umanitoba.ca.
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Join us at the 2019 Student Affairs
Assessment Institute

he Student Affairs Assessment Institute provides a curricular experience
where participants can develop essential assessment knowledge and skills for their
professional toolkit. This year, ACPA and the Commission for Assessment and Evaluation
are pleased to partner with CACUSS. Some key features of the Institute include:
Socially Just Assessment & Decolonization
Supporting the vision of ACPA’s Strategic Imperative for Racial Justice and Decolonization and CACUSS’s focus on
supporting reconciliation with Indigenous peoples outlined by the Canadian Truth and Reconciliation Report, the
2019 Assessment Institute embeds the values and practices of equity and decolonization within the curriculum. Core
sessions to the curriculum include Decolonized Truth about Assessment, Social Justice & Data Analysis, Indigenous
Methodology, and Critical Approaches to Data Analysis.

Track Sessions
Track sessions provide a curriculum-driven approach to developing an assessment plan, collecting data, and
synthesizing and using results for those conducting “Program and Service Assessment” or “Coordinating Assessment
in a Department or Division.” The Institute provides a balance of instruction and hands-on experience designed to
ensure attendees leave with the assessment skills and knowledge necessary to develop and execute quality assessment
plans on their campuses. One-to-one consultation will be available throughout the Institute, as will opportunities
for peer learning.

Pre-Conference
We are excited to host three pre-conference sessions on July 9th. Topics include Program Review, Assessment 101,
and Assessing a Curricular Approach.
Join us in Toronto this summer from July 9-12, 2019. For information and registration, visit the CACUSS
website. For any questions, please contact Co-Chairs Jeff Burrow (jeff.burrow@utoronto.ca) and Lucas
Schalewski (schalewski@email.arizona.edu).
The 2019 Student Affairs Assessment Institute Planning Team
Jeff Burrow, University of Toronto
Lucas Schalewski, University of Arizona
Claudette Drake, North Carolina A&T State University
Amanda Thomas, West Chester University
Lesley D’Souza, Western University
Matt Venaas, Macmillan Learning
Martha Glass, Virginia Tech
Sara Wills, Carleton University
Atifa Karim, University of Toronto
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